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Post Of Computer Operator-Cum-Typist Model Question Paper

Instruction To Candidates :

1. This Booklet contains 12 Pages (apart from the OMR answer-sheet). As soon as the booklet is distributed, Examinees are directed to confirm the number of pages, legibility of printing etc.

Related : High Court of Judicature at Patna Assistant Preliminary Examination Model Question Paper : www.pdfquestion.in/13857.html


** They must also confirm that the Bar Code is printed in such a way that its one portion is printed on part-1 of the answer-sheet and the remaining portion is printed on part-2 of the answer-sheet. No complain will be entertained for exchange of booklet later than 10 minutes after distribution.

More Related Posts:	patnahighcourt.gov.in : High Court of Judicature at Patna Assistant…
	patnahighcourt.gov.in : Patna High Court Manager Model Question Paper 2017
	Group-C Employee Training Program CCAC Exam Model Question Paper : NIELIT…
	hcraj.nic.in Civil Judge Cadre Pre Exam English Question Paper : Rajasthan…




2. Candidate must check that the no. printed on his OMR Answer Sheet and Question Booklet is same. In any discrepancy change the question booklet set (alongwith OMR Sheet) failing which his OMR Sheet will be rejected

3. Roll No. should be written in digits as well as in words in the appropriate Box provided at serial-3 above on the upper portion of the frotit cover page of this Test Booklet as per the example given below



4. There are 100 (One hundred) questions all of which are compulsory. The questions asked are of Graduate Level and based on English, General Knowledge / General Studies, Mathematics and Hindi.

5. Each Question is of one mark, which will be awarded for the correct answer. For incorrect answer, no marks will be deducted from the total marks obtained and Zero mark will be given for incorrect questions and for questions not answered. More than one Answer indicated against a Question will be declared as incorrect Answer.

1) __________ being hardworking he is thoroughly honest. Along with

2) You must dispense __________ his service. with

3) I bought a new car last year, but I __________ my old car yet, so at present I have two cars. have not sold

4) The relationship between the International Monetary Fund and the G-20 is __________ but conflicted. Like a long-married couple who habitually bicker and fight, the two can’t seem to live together-but they can’t live apart, either. symbiotic

5) Select the alternative that conveys the same meaning as the word/phrase given:- OBEISANCE deference

6) Select the alternative that conveys the same meaning as the word/phrase given:- PAGEANTRY grandeur

7) Select the alternative that conveys the same meaning as the word/phrase given:- WRY ironical

8) The mounting pressure was so overwhelming that he ultimately __________ to her wish. gave in

9) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- In the blues Melancholy and low-spirited

10) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- Wear one’s heart on one’s sleeve Show one’s feelings

11) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- a bird’s-eye view An overview

12) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- on the horns of a dilemma In difficult situation

13) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- red letter day A day memorable for some joyful event

14) Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase:- scapegoats Punished for others misdeeds

15) Find the misspelt word and indicate your correct response Unaloyed

16) Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence and indicate it by choosing the appropriate alternative:- Young cow that has not yet had a calf Heifer

17) Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence and indicate it by choosing the appropriate alternative:- A mournful song (or poem) for the dead Dirge

18) Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence and indicate it by choosing the appropriate alternative:- Someone who keeps bees Apiarist

19) Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence and indicate it by choosing the appropriate alternative:- Speaking one’s thoughts aloud to oneselfSoliloquise

20) Choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence and indicate it by choosing the appropriate alternative:- Ceremonial sounding of trumpets Fanfare

21) Which among following first generation of computers had ? Vaccum Tubes and Magnetic Drum

22) If a computer provides database services to other, then it will be known as ? Database server

23) Full form of URL is ? Uniform Resource Locator

24) Technology used to provide internet by transmitting data over wires of telephone network is ? DSL

25) Documents, Movies, Images and Photographs etc are stored at a ? File Server

26) Which of following is used in RAM ? Semi Conductor

27) Who was the Founder of Bluetooth ? Ericson

28) Who was the father of Internet ? Vint Cerf

29) Which among following is commonly used language in Android applications ? Java

30) USB is which type of storage device ? Tertiary
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